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I am extremely grateful for the opportunity of talking to you
tonight about earth radiation and the research that is being done in
this field in Germany and Austria. But in order to understand the
direction in which this research in now going I would like to go back
to the findings of Freiherr von Pohl, a German scientist who did his
research in the early 1930's. Freiherr von Pohl was possibly one of
Germany's most talented dowsers. Already as a young boy he had
become interested in dowsing and, being a keen observer, he had
noticed in the forests near his home that trees which showed some
kind of abnormality, be it that two or three stems grew out of one
trunk, or that they had a twisted trunk or trunks with cancerous
growths were always on very strong earth radiation.

And perhaps I first of all define what Freiherr von Pohl believed
earth radiation to be. He argued that deep down in the core of the
earth there was a constant decomposition of matter which sent up
some kind of thermal radiation and that wherever this thermal
radiation met with some kind of obstacle, be it gravel, oil or mineral
deposits, tunnels or voids, but above all geological fault lines or
water, it was changed in its quality and became harmful to plants,
animals and man alike.

He had divided plants into two categories, the so-called Seekers,
plants that do very well on earth radiation, and the Fleers, those
plants which never grow to their full potential and show their dislike
of earth radiation by twisting away from it. The oak tree is possibly
one of the best examples of a radiation seeker as it grows best on a
water crossing. Already as a little girl I learnt the old German
proverb that during a thunderstorm oaks are to be avoided whereas
beech trees will give you safe shelter because beeches belong to those
trees which never grow old on earth radiation. A mature beech tree
is a fairly good sign that there is no water under its roots. Fruit trees
too have their likes and dislikes. If you have an apple tree in your
garden which bears hardly any fruit it is a good idea to replace it
with a cherry or plum tree because apple as well as pear trees never
do well on radiation whereas cherry and plum trees need that
particular electromagnetic environment to produce plenty of fruit. A
very interesting observation which Freiherr von Pohl made was that
herbs always grow on fairly strong earth radiation.

In the animal kingdom we also find this same division. Almost all
mammals belong to those animals which avoid earth radiation and
fall ill if they are stabled above it. Cats seem to be a great exception.
Their favourite resting place is said to be either a water crossing or a
Curry crossing and I will talk about the Curry Net in a little while.
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lnsects too are attracted to areas of earth radiation. Ants always
build their nests on a water crossing and bees are said to work
harder and produce more honey if their hive is on such a crossing.
Dogs, on thL other hand, never settle down in an area of geopathic
stre-ss and I have read that in Germany farmers used to send their
dogs into their newly built houses and wherever the dogs settled
down the room would be chosen as their bedroom.

From all these observations Freiherr von Pohl deduced that ifthis
earth radiation was so harmful to plants and animals it might also be

harmful to human beings. He therefore asked his medical friends to
dowse the bed sites of t[eir patients and to their surprise they found
that the beds of their patients always stood on strong earth
radiation. Naturally Freiherr von Pohl wanted the medical
profession to take this fact into consideration but they argued that it
inust be purely a coincidence as, if this was really true' the medical
profession woutd have been aware of it. But as Freiherr von Pohl
pointed out to them at the time, if everything was already known, no
progress would be possible.

Freiherr von Pohl therefore approached the Centre for Cancer
Research in Berlin, which was headed by Dr. Blumenthal, who
agreed to devise a test which would be acceptable to the medical
piofession. For this test he chose one of the most cancer ridden
villages in Southern Germany, a place called Vilsbiburg which had
:,300 intratitants and where 54 people had died of cancer ever since
records were kept, and in January 1929 Freiherr von Pohl drew onto
the map of Vilsbiburg all the subterranean water veins which had a
strength of above 9 on the Pohl Scale as it is now generallyleferred
to in Ihe relevant literature. This scale, which went up to 16, Freiherr
von Pohl had worked out over his many years of research into the
phenomenon of earth radiation. After three days. his p^lan was
iompared to the records of the district hospital and it was found to
the amazement of all present that every single cancer death had
occurred exactly above the lines which Freiherr von Pohl had drawn
as being above the strength of 9 and therefore cancer producing. But
what islupposed to have impressed the medical profession most was
the fact thai when Freiherr von Pohl was called back to Vilsbiburg
18 months later because another ten people had died of cancer, the
beds of these ten people again were exactly on the lines he had
drawn on the map.

The Centre for Cancer Research accepted the results ofthis test as

scientific evidence that earth radiation was a causative factor of
cancer and published these findings in their journal in July 1930. By
that time quite a few medical doctors were doing their own research
because in May of that year Freiherr von Pohl had read a paper to
the Medical Congress in Munich. The well-known President of the
Chamber of Medicine in Marburg, Dr. Rambeau wanted to check
Freiherr von Pohl's findings but was hesitant to employ dowsers. He
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therefore used a geoscope, an instrument used by the Geological
Institute to locate geological fault lines and over a period of three
years he researched the villages around Marburg and made maps of
all the geological fault lines in the area and as expected he found that
the beds of all his severely ill patients were above these geological
fault lines. In his report he confirmed Freiherr von Pohl's findings
and stated that a house which was built on neutral ground and yet
produced a cancer case did not exist.

5,348 Cancer Cases In Stettin

List of all cancer cases from 19l0 to August l93l

1575 premises with
750 premises with
337 premises with
167 premises with
5l premises with
l5 premises with
6 premises with
I premise with
I premise with
5 premises with

and more

I cancer death
2 cancer deaths
3 cancer deaths
4 cancer deaths
5 cancer deaths
6 cancer deaths
7 cancer deaths
8 cancer deaths
9 cancer deaths

l0 cancer deaths

each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each

..1575

.. I 500

..101 I

.. 668

.. 255

.. 90

.. 42

..8

..9
190

5348

All houses with more than 5 cancer deaths were found to be on a
crossing of water veins.

Another doctor, Sanitiitsrat Dr. Hager, went to the authorities in
Stettin and asked for a list of all the addresses of patients who had
died of cancer - a staggering number of 5,348 since l9l0 when
records were first started in Stettin. All these houses he checked for
subterranean water veins and he found strong earth radiation in
every single case. Subsequently he drew up a statistic which I have
copied and as you can see from the last line there were some houses
which had produced more than ten cancer deaths which means that
in these houses on average somebody died ofcancer every two years!
All houses which had produced more than 5 cancer cases were built
on water crossings. One other test Dr. Hager did is worth
mentioning. He went to three old people's homes, arguing that as
their age range was similar, incidence of cancer should also be
comparable. In the first home which was built on quite a few water
veins he found that 28 people had died of cancer over the 2l years
under review whereas in the second home only two people had died
of cancer as there was only one stream under the back corner of the
home and the rooms where the cancer deaths had occurred were
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exactly above this stream. The third home had not produced a single
cancer case as it was built on neutral ground and no water could be
detected.

I would also like to briefly mention Dr. Birkelbach who was in
charge of a big district hospital. Immediately after the medical
congress in May 1930 he checked all his severely ill patients for earth
radiation burden and found that without exception their beds were
placed above water veins whereupon he ordered their beds to be
moved and he is said to have had spectacular success. He, therefore,
read his own research paper to a congress of surgeons which was
held in Munich one year later, in 1931, thus confirming Freiherr von
Pohl's findings and many doctors at this congress voiced the opinion
that the evidence was so irrefutable that medicine would have to go
into a different direction.

The only other doctor I would like to mention is Dr. Blos as he
was also at the congress in 1930 and immediately used this new
knowledge for the benefit of his patients. He is the author of the
book called "Medicine at the Crossroads" and one of his case
histories was published in Freihe rr von Pohl's book which came out
in 1932. The bed of this patient was on very strong radiation. When
Dr. Blos visited her she had been bedridden for six years. A gall
bladder operation had not brought her any relief and she suffered
from severe neuralgia. Dr. Blos had her bed dowsed and
immediately had it removed to the neutral zone. When he visited this
patient 9 days later he found her at the wash tub and another visit 6
months later found her still in excellent health.

Another case is that of a woman who had read about the harmful
effect ofearth radiation in the daily paper. As she had been suffering
from severe rheumatism for many years she moved her bed to
another room by chance and from the very first night all her
rheumatic pains disappeared. She later on had a dowser check her
previous bedroom and he confirmed that her bed had been exposed
to very heavy radiation.

Freiherr von Pohl's book which, as I have mentioned, he
published rn 1932, is full of very interesting and convincing case
histories but I am afraid lack of time prevents me to quote other
cases as I would now like to come to Dr. Manfred Curry, a
German/American doctor, who was the head of a research clinic in
Southern Germany and did his research between 1935 and 1953.
Now Dr. Curry was mainly interested in the impact of weather on
the human organism and for this purpose he had constructed a room
in which he could control the ozone content of the atmosphere. He
used to interview his patients in this room and note down their
reactions to either very low or very high ozone concentrations.
Through hundreds of these tests he established that his patients fell
into two categories, the so-called W-types, patients who were
sensitive to low ozone concentra[ions in the atmosphere
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corresponding to warm weather fronts and the so-called K-types,
those patients who were very sensitive to high ozone concentrations
corresponding to cold weather fronts. (The K standing for 'kalt'
which is the German for'cold'.)

Dr. Curry made another very interesting observation in the area
of his research into the human energy field. He had invented an
instrument with which he could measure the personal wavelength
which he called 'reaction' distance' - that distance at which a
person reacts to an alien influence. And he had found that all his W-
type patients had a rather short wavelength - or'reaction distance',
called RA in German - anything from Ocm to 40cm, whereas all the
K-types had a very long RA, anything from 60cm to l00cm. Cancer
patients usually were found to have an RA of over l20cm, often
even l50cm.

Now it was through these kind of measurements that Dr. Curry
rediscovered an energy net which is now usually referred to as the
Curry Net. On many occasions he had observed that his
measurements of the reaction distance were contrary to his
expectations. The blood sedimentation tests also seemed to vary
according to where he took the blood samples. He is said to have
done thousands of these kinds of tests to establish that the RA shot
up whenever a patient was standing or sitting on a positive Curry
Net crossing, or dwindled away whenever the site of test was a
negative crossing. On positive crossings the blood sedimentation
rates would increase whereas on negative crossings they would slow
down.

As you will see from the drawing, the Curry Net has a very regular
grid pattern. The grid lines are at a distance of 3.50m X 3.50m and
run from South/West to North/East and the other way round.
When Dr. Curry first came across this energy net the energy lines
measured 20cm wide. By 1969 they are said to have been picked up
as 40cm wide and nowadays they are felt as 80cm wide. Both
positive crossings, where two positive grid lines meet, and negative
crossings, the junction of two negative grid lines, are very harmful to
us if we are exposed to them over a long period of time.
Unfortunately, Dr. Curry did not publish his findings but he held
many lectures and the following case history is taken from one of
these. As you will see from the drawing of the bed in question, there
is a Curry crossing through the head area of the left bed. Dr. Curry
had been asked by a medical friend to diagnose this patient. As in all
cases he first of all did a site test and drew in the energy lines and
then told his friend that this particular patient suffered from cancer
in the left side of her head. His friend was extremely surprised about
this correct diagnosis but he pointed out to Dr. Curry that the
patient did not sleep in the left bed but in the right one. Dr. Curry
could not accept this as he stated that he had never made a wrong
diagnosis as he had discovered that wherever the energy bundle
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penetrated the body that was the place where the cancer would
manifest. The son soon cleared up the situation by telling Dr. Curry
that he was right: his mother had always slept in the left bed and
when his father died of cancer of the abdomen she had moved into
her husband's bed.

FACE CANCER ABDOMINAL CANCER

50cms

Before I now come to the research report done by Kaethe Bachler
I would briefly like to refer to the Hartmann Net, also referred to as
the Global Grid. For this I have also done a drawing and as you will
see straight away, this net has a smaller grid pattern - 2m X 2.50m

- and runs from North to South and from East to West. The grid
lines are only 20cm wide and are said to consist of two bands, the
primary band which is 2-3cm wide, with wavelengths of 62.5cm in
the East/West direction and 50crn waves in the North/South
direction. (You have to visualise this grid as standing walls.) The
secondary band is said to consist of a build-up of ions and is lTcm
wide. This Global Grid is said to be of cosmic origin (some mention
the Van-Allen belt) and seems to be much more unstable than the
Curry Grid.

It has a phase change every six hours: at sunrise, noon, sunset and
midnight. During this phase change the energies sometimes vanish
altogether for a few minutes. The H artmann Net is also very weather
dependant and according to Dr. Hartmann it only becomes active
and thus harmful when there is a sharp change in the weather. Dr.
Hartmann has published his research which stretches over 30 years
in a very detailed book - 600 pages long - which is also very
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CURRY NET
Geometrically defined - regular
Spanning the whole globe
Of tenestrial origin (mogna radiation, earth magnetism, earth
rotation).
Alternate charging and discharging lines.
Distance between lines - 3.5 to 4 metres in middle Europe, 4 to 5
metres at Equator.
Band width 2lcm - sometimes 50cm.
Main influence in main band of 2lcm.
Plus crossings lengthen RA.
Minus crossings shorten RA.
Rqdiation horizontal and eastf northf east.
Horizontal rqdiation llcm and 2lcm waves.

3.5Om

N
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GLOBAL GRID - HARTMANN NET of Cosmtc Origin.
Phase change of energies every 6 hours at Sunrise, Noon, Sunset,
Midnight. During this phase change the wayes sometimes disappear
for a few minutes.
Intensity of rodiation influenced by sun spots, full moon, season,
me t e o r o lo gicql conditions.
Polarisation of bands sometimes changed to some bands all positive
and some all negative.
Some say the N-S lines are discharging - Yin and the E-VI/ lines are
charging - Yang.
Primary band - 62.5cm waves east-west lines, 50cm waves north-
soulh lines.
Secondary band - built up of ions, l0-20cm.
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expensive, but despite its high price of f40 this book has gone into
its fourth edition and is again difficult to get hold of. According to
Kaethe Bachler, however, the Hartmann Net is not as dangerous as

the Curry Net and subterranean water veins and she has therefore
tended to ignore the influence of the Hartmann Net in her research
to which I would like to come next.

Kaethe Bachler, an Austrian, was a teacher of mathematics. She
comes from a deeply religious background and became a teacher by
vocation. Because of her great involvement with her pupils the fact
that some children were labelled backward by their school mates
and sometimes ridiculed caused her real distress. She often
wondered how she could help these children and as she had become
interested in dowsing the idea struck her that earth radiation might
well play a part in some of these cases where there was no other
plausible explanation. She followed this idea up and was able to
help many a pupil to better school performance by choosing a better
place for their bed. When she communicated this to the educational
authorities, the Pedagogical Institute in Salzburg - i.e. the ten
Ieading pedagogues in Austria - entrusted her with the most
extensive research programme that has ever been done in the field of
earth radiation to establish the relationship of geopathic stress and
school performance. This was in 1972, and Kaethe Bachler
published her findings in the book "Discoveries of a Dowser" in
1978. This book has just gone into its IOth edition and has been a
best seller for quite a few years. Kaethe Bachler tested 3,000 houses,
and interviewed 11,000 people in 14 countries. Her research is
heavily documented with precise scale drawings and case histories to
match. She proved that 957o of the so-called slow learners and
generally children with problems --had their beds on either water,
Curry crossings, or both. Some poor children were not only exposed
to these influences during their sleeping hours but also had their
desk in school above a Curry crossing. (Since the report has come
out many school authorities now regularly change the sitting
arrangement of school children.) Kaethe Bachler did, however, not
only restrict her research to school children but also interviewed 500
people who suffered from cell growths (benign or malignant) and the
statistics she drew up of the first 150 cases show in every case of
cancer or a tumour that the patient was exposed to two factors at
least, i.e. a water crossing, or water crossed by a Curry line, or even
more crossings. The remaining 350 cases show the same pattern,
according to Kaethe Bachler's book.

In this book she lists ten symptoms as indications of geopathic
stress and I have copied these out of the book which has recently
been sent to me, already translated into English but not yet
published for the general public.
l. Aversion to the bed and against going to bed.
2. Not being able to go to sleep for hours.
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3. Restless sleep, crumpled up sheets, nightmares. crying out.
4. Avoiding certain spots in the bed, "falling out of bed," rocking

and head banging.
5. Leaving the bed, "sleepwalking".
6. Being cold in bed, shivering, grinding and chattering of teeth;

also night sweat.
7. Fatigue and apathy in the morning, often lasting all through the

day.
8. Lack of appetite, even vomiting in the morning.
9. Despondency, nervousness, depression,'Just not feeling well,"

crying after waking in the morning.
10. Cramps, increased heart rate (in bed) (palpitations).

I feel ttrat some of the English in this translation is a bit quaint,
but you will have the gereral picture and I think this information can
be very useful.

Kaethe Bachler has recently sent me her booklet entitled "The
Good Place" and I would just Iike to mention a letter which I found
to be very interesting. It was written by a headmaster of a school for
backward chirdren. He says that he read her first book which
motivated him to have the beds of all his pupils checked for earth
radiation and he found that all of them were exposed to it. ln90Vo of
the cases the radiation lines went through the head area of the bed.
The stutterers had an energy line in the throat area. He writes that he
can confirm everything that Kaethe Bachler published in her first
book.

In her booklet Kaethe Bachler urges her readers to be aware ofthe
dangers posed by earth radiation and to do all we can to spread this
information to our friends and relatives. I very much hope that my
talk tonight will motivate some of you to follow her advice.
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